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The Internet of Things has an Identity problem
The massive growth of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices is placing significantly increased focus
on identity management. Organizations need
a fresh approach to managing identity that
encompasses all network entities applications,
systems, devices and things.
IoT devices–The weakest link?
Approximately 70% of all IoT devices have
security vulnerabilities.1
Can you afford a security breach?
$3.86 Million US is the average cost of a data
breach.2
The need for an identity-centric IoT platform
By 2023, IoT implementers will have to
rearchitect their security solutions
because 70% of current providers will
have rebranded, repositioned,
been bought, or disappeared.3
Why do IoT devices need digital identities?
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75% of companies list security as their chief
consideration when selecting connectivity for IoT
projects.4
70% of IAM customers will require IDoT
capabilities to support their RPA and IoT
deployments up from less than 20% today.5

Learn how disruptive technologies can support next-generation 
digital supply chain transformation today to stay ahead tomorrow.
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